Abstract. We describe an attempt to numerically model Bose-Einstein correlations (BEC) from "within", i.e., by using them as the most fundamental ingredient of a Monte Carlo event generator (MC) rather than considering them as a kind of (more or less important, depending on the actual situation) "afterburner", which inevitably changes the original physical content of the MC code used to model multiparticle production process.
Introduction
In all multiparticle production processes one observes specific correlations caused by quantum statistics satisfied by the produced secondaries. Because majority of them are boson (pions, kaons,...) subjected to Bose-Einstein statistics, one usually observes enhancements in the yields of pairs of identical boson produced with small relative momenta. They are called Bose-Einstein correlations [1, 2, 3, 4] . The corresponding depletion observed for fermionic identical particles (like nucleons or lambdas) satisfying Fermi-Dirac statistics is also observed but we shall not discuss it here. There is already extraordinary vast literature ( see, for example, [2, 3, 4] , and references therein), to which we refer, in what concerns measurements, formulations and interpretation of BEC as well as expectations they cause for our understanding of spatio-temporal details of the multiparticle production processes (or hadronization processes). Here we shall concentrate only on one particular field, namely on the numerical modelling of BEC and we shall propose new approach to this problem, which we call BEC from within [5] .
The need for numerical modelling of the BEC phenomenon arises because the only effective way to investigate multiparticle production processes is by using one out of many of Monte Carlo (MC) numerical codes developed so far, each based on different physical picture of hadronization process [6] . However, such codes do not contain BEC because they are based on classical probabilistic schemes whereas BEC is of the purely quantum mechanical origin. Modelling BEC is therefore equivalent to modelling quantum mechanical part of hadronization process and by definition can only be some, better or worse, approximation. Actually, so far there is only one attempt in the literature of proper modelling of BEC using them as input of the numerical code. Namely in [7] , using information theory approach based on the maximalization of the information (Shannon) entropy, identical particles were allocated in separated cells in the (longitudinal in this case) momentum space. In this way one is at the same time obtaining proper multiplicity distributions and bunching of particles in momentum space mimicking bunching of bosons in energy states, i.e., effect of the Bose-Einstein statistics. The method we shall propose here develops this idea further. However, before continuing along these lines let us first mention other attempts of introducing effects of BEC, which are widely used nowadays and let us point out why they cannot be regarded as satisfactory.
Numerical modelling of BEC
Among methods of numerical modelling of BEC using, in one or another way, some known numerical MC codes one can distinguish two approaches. One, represented by [8] (working with plane waves) and [9] (working with wave packets) starts with some distribution of momenta of particles in selected event and then, using a kind of Metropolis rejection method, changes step-by-step their momenta until multiparticle distribution containing effect of BEC is reached. This is now regarded as a true event. The drawback of this method is that it is extremely time consuming and therefore can only be used to explain some fine details of how BEC works, not for comparison with real data.
The other approaches are tacitly assuming that, on the whole, BEC constitutes only a small effect and it is therefore justify to add it in some way to the already known outputs of the MC event generators widely used to model results of high energy collisions in the form of the so called afterburner [10] . There are two types of such afterburners.
− The first one modifies accordingly energy-momenta of identical secondaries, p → p + dp, where dp are selected from some function f (dp) chosen in such way as to reproduce the observed correlation pattern [11] . The advantage of this approach is that it applies to a single event and does not change multiplicity of secondaries produced in this event. The obvious drawback is that it spoils energy-momentum conservation so afterwards one has to correct for it in some way.
− The second type of afterburners preserves the energy-momentum conservation but it changes multiplicity distribution pattern of given MC code and works only for the whole ensemble of events produced by MC. In it one weights each event depending on how big BEC effect it shows (because of inevitably fluctuations they can be events which already show quite substantial BEC effect -those are multiplied by bigger weight -together with events which show no BEC -they are multiplied by small weight). In practice it leads to distortion of physics because "suitable" events are counted many times more than the MC code used allows [12, 13] . Again, the weight function is some phenomenological input chosen in such way as to reproduce the observed BEC pattern of the whole ensemble of events considered.
However, even -as it is usually assumed -if the above afterburners do not change in a substantial way the numerical output of MC generators, which they are using, they surely do change their physical basis (i.e., the number and the type of the initial physical assumptions forming a basis of such MC code). This change, neglected in the assumption made above, has never been investigated in detail. We shall now demonstrate how dramatic this change can be by using as example simple MC cascade code (CAS) [14] proposed by us some time ago and endow it with some specific afterburner. The physical basis of CAS is very simple. It starts with decay of the original mass M into two objects of mass M 1 and Fig. 1 ). This code produces both the energy-momentum distributions of produced particles and spatial distributions of their production points (which show features of the truncated Lévy distributions). The example of the correlation function it leads to is shown in Fig. 3 .
CAS being classical scheme produces no BEC effect by itself. However, as we have demonstrated in [15, 16] the effect of BEC can be introduced by special afterburner applicable to every separate event, but, contrary to afterburners mentioned before, working without changing the number of secondaries N +/0/− and without Example of charge flows in MC code using simple cascade model for hadronization [14] : left panel -no effect of BEC observed; right panel -after applying afterburner described in [15] (based on new assignement of charges to the produced particles) one has BEC present at the cost of appearance of multicharged vertices. Figure 3 . Examples of BEC patterns obtained for M = 10, 40 and 100 GeV for constant weights P = 0.75 (stars) and P = 0.5 (full symbols) and for the weight given by gaussian weights build on the information on momenta and positions of particles considered [16] (open symbols). Upper panels are for CAS, lower for simple statistical model (see [16] for details). changing the energy-momentum and spatio-temporal structure of this event. It is based on the observation that effect of BEC can be visualized classically as phenomenon originating due to correlations of some specific fluctuations present in such stochastic systems as blob of the hadronizing matter [17, 8, 7] . It means that in phase space there occur bunches of identical particles and BEC arises as correlation of fluctuations effect. To get such effect in our case it is enough to forget about the initial charge assignment in the event under consideration (but keeping in mind the recorded multiplicities N +/0/− and both energy-momenta and spatio-temporal positions of particles emerging from NC code in event under consideration) and look for bunches of identical particles, both in energy-momentum and space-time. The procedure of selection of bunches of particles of the same charge, is therefore the crucial point of such algorithm [15, 16] , cf. Fig. 2 . It generally consists in selecting particles located nearby in the phase space, forming a kind of cell, and endowing them with the same charge. In what follows we shall call such cell elementary emitting cell, EEC. In this way we explore natural fluctuations of spatio-temporal and energy-momentum characteristic of produced particles resulting from CAS. Referring to [15, 16] for details let us only notice here that this methods works surprisingly well and is very effective. Unfortunately it was not yet developed to fully fledged MC code available for the common use but it allows to follow changes made in the original CAS by imposing on it requirements or reproducing also BEC patter. This is shown in Fig. 1 To summarize, the change in the original CAS required to observe BEC pattern amounts to introduction of bunching of particles of the same charge (in the form of EEC's). However, when done directly in the CAS it would lead to great problems with the proper ending of cascade (without producing spurious multicharged hadronic states, not observed in the nature) and from this point of view, once we know what is the physics behind BEC, the proposed afterburner algorithm occurs as a viable numerical short cut solution to this problem. No such knowledge is, however, provided for other afterburners used nowdays (although the idea of bunching origin of BEC can be spotted in the literature, cf., for example [18] ). The problem, which is clearly visible in the CAS model, is not at all straightforward in other approaches. However, at least in the string-type models of hadronization [13] , one can imagine that it could proceed through the formation of charged (instead of neutral) color dipoles, i.e., by allowing formation of multi(like)charged systems of opposite signs out of vacuum when breaking the string. Because only a tiny fraction of such processes seems to be enough in getting BEC in the case of CAS model, it would probably be quite acceptable modification. It is worth to mention at this point that there is also another possibility in such models, namely when strings are nearby in the phase space one can imagine that production of given charge with one string enhances emission of the same charge from the string nearby -in this case one would have a kind of stimulated emission discussed already in [19, 20] .
BEC from "within"
The above observations, especially notion of EEC's, will be the cornerstone of our new proposition. Let us remind that the idea of bunching of particles as quantum statistical (QS) effect is not new and has been used in the phenomenology of multiparticle production already long time ago [21, 22, 23, 24, 25] . In connection with BEC it was mentioned for the first time in [19, 20] and later it formed a cornerstone of the so called clan model of multiparticle distributions P(n) leading in natural way to their negative binomial (NB) form observed in experiment [26] . It was introduced in the realm of BEC again in [27] , where the notion of EEC has been introduced for the first time, and in [7] . . Schematic view of our algorithm, which leads to bunches of particles (clans). Whereas in [26] these clans could consist of any particles distributed logarithmically in our case they consist of particles of the same charge and (almost) the same energy and are distributed geometrically to comply with their bosonic character. We are therefore led to Quantum Clan Model [5] .
Because our motivation concerning viewing of BEC from "within" comes basically from the work [7] let us, for completeness, outline shortly its basic points. It was the first MC code which intended to provide as output distribution of particles containing already, among its physical assumptions, the effect of BEC with no need for any afterburner whatsoever. It deals with the problem of how to distribute in phase space (actually in longitudinal phase space given by rapidity variable) in a least biased way a given number of bosonic secondaries, n = n (+) + n (−) + n (0) , n (+) = n (−) = n (0) . Using information theory approach (cf., [28] ) their single particle rapidity distribution was obtained in the form of grand partition function with temperature T and with chemical potential µ. To obtain effect of BEC the rapidity space was divided into a number of cells of size δy (which was fitted parameter) each. Two very important observations are made there: (i) -whereas the very fact of existence of cells in rapidity space was enough to obtain reasonably good multiparticle distributions, P(n), (actually, in the NB-like form) and (ii) their size, δy, was crucial for obtaining the characteristic form of the 2−body BEC function C 2 (Q = |p i − p j |) (peaked and greater than unity at Q = 0 and then decreasing in a characteristic way towards C 2 = 1 for large values of Q) out of which one usually deduces the spatio-temporal characteristics of the hadronization source [1] (see [7] for more details). The message delivered was obvious: to get correlation function [1]
peaked and greater than unity at Q = 0 and then decreasing in a characteristic way towards C 2 = 1 for large values of Q, one must have particles located in cells in phase space which are of nonzero size. It means therefore that from C 2 one gets not the size of the hadronizing source, as it is frequently said, but only the size of the emitting cell, R ∼ 1/Q [30] (in [7] it is R ∼ 1/δy). It is worth to mention at this point that, as has been demonstrated in [31] in the quantum field theoretical formulation of BEC, the requirement to get nonzero width od C 2 (Q) function corresponds directly to the necessity of replacing delta functions of the type δ(Q) in some commutator relations by a well defined, peaked at |Q| → 0 functions f (Q) introducing in this way same dimensional scale to be obtained from the fits to data. This fact was known even before but without any phenomenological consequences [32] .
Let us now proceed to our proposition of looking on the problem of BEC. As already mentioned, work [7] has been our inspiration but we would like to allow for dynamically defined EEC's and to assure energy-momentum conservation. This was only approximate in [7] and rapidity cells there were fixed in size and were consecutively filled with previously preselected number of particles. But already from our previously described afterburner we have learned that EEC's can be of different sizes (in fact, they even can overlap in phase-space) [16] . What counts most is the fact that distribution of particles in each EEC, P(n p ), must follow geometrical distribution in order to get the characteristic energy spectra for bosonic particles,
To obtain such effect we proceed in the following way.
(1) Using some (assumed) function f (E) we select a particle of energy E
1 and charge Q (1) . The actual form of f (E) should reflect our a priori knowledge of the particular collision process under consideration. In what follows we shall assume that f (E) = exp (−E/T ), with T being parameter (playing in our example the role of "temperature").
(2) Treating this particle as seed of the first EEC we add to it, with probability P(E) = P 0 · exp (−E/T ), until the first failure, other particles of the same charge Q (1) . Such procedure results in desired geometrical (or Bose-Einstein) distribution of particles in the cell, i.e., in
accounting for their bosonic character. Together with exponential factor in probability P(E), it assures that occupancy number of state with given energy will eventually follow characteristic bosonic form as given by eq. (2) (here P 0 is another parameter playing the role of "chemical potential" µ = T · ln P 0 ). As result C 2 (Q) > 1 but only at one point, namely for Q = 0.
(3) Because process of emission of particles in a given EEC has finite duration, the resultant energies must be spread around the energy of the particle defining given EEC by some amount σ (which is another free parameter). It automatically leads to the experimentally observed widths of C 2 (Q).
Points (1)- (3) are repeated until all energy is used. Every event is then corrected for energy-momentum conservation caused by the selection procedure adopted and condition N (+) = N (−) is imposed as well.
As result in each event we get a number of EEC with particles of the same charge and (almost) the same energy, i.e., picture closely resembling classical clans of [26] (with no effects of statistics imposed, see Fig. 4 ). Our clans (i.e., EECs containing identical bosonic particles subjected to quantum statistics and therefore named quantum clans) are distributed in the same way as the particles forming the seeds for EEC, i.e., according to Poisson distribution. With particles in each clan distributed according to geometrical distribution they lead therefore to the overall distribution being of the so called Pòlya-Aeppli type [33] . This distribution strongly resembles the Negative Binomial distributions obtained in the classical clan model [26] where particles in each clans were assumed to follow logarithmic distribution instead (with differences occurring for small multiplicities [34] ). The first preliminary results presented in Fig. 5 are quite encouraging (especially when one remembers that so far effects of resonances and all kind of final state interactions to which C 2 is sensitive were neglected here).
The main outcome so far is strong suggestion that EEC's are among the possible explanations of the BEC effect, in which case BEC provide us mainly with their characteristics, not with the characteristics of the whole hadronizing source. So far our method applies only to one-dimensional example of C 2 (Q). This is because process of formation of EEC's proposed here gives us energies of all particles in a given cell and therefore also p i = | p i |, but says us nothing about their angular distributions (i.e., about their components p ix,iy,iz ). To extend it to three dimensional case of C 2 (Q x,y,z ) one has to somehow build cells also in (p x , p y , p z ) components of the momenta of particles forming EEC. This can be done in many ways. Here we present as example approach using pairwise symmetrization of the wave functions of every i > 1 particle in a given EEC with the first particle (i = 1) defining it. As result one gets for each such pair (in the plane wave approximation [1] and assuming instantaneous hadronization) the known 1 + cos p 1 − p i · r 1 − r i term which connects the spatial extension of the hadronizing source ρ(r) with is momentum space characteristics obtained before. In this way the assumed shape of ρ(r) translates into the respective cells in momentum space. Preliminary results of this procedure are presented in Fig. 6. 
Summary
We propose new numerical method of accounting for BEC phenomenon from the very beginning of the modelling process. Once the expected energy spectrum f (E) of produced particles is chosen one constructs EEC's in energy. We regard this method as very promising but we are aware of the fact that our proposition is still far from being complete. To start with one should allow for time depending emission by including δE · δt term in the cos(. . .) above. The other is the problem of Coulomb and other final state interactions. Their inclusion is possible by using some distorted wave function instead of the plane waves used here. Finally, so far only two particle symmetrization effects have been accounted for: in a given EEC all particles are symmetrized with the particle number 1 being its seed, they are not symmetrized between themselves. To account for this one would have to add other terms in addition to the cos(. . .) used above -this, however, would result in dramatic increase of the calculational time.
We shall close with remark that there are also attempts in the literature to model numerically BE condensation effect [35, 36] (or to use notion of BE condensation in other branches of science as well [37, 38] ) using ideas of bunching of some quantities in the respective phase spaces.
